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English
Golden Knowledge CQ Year 8 Core Questions

Golden Knowledge Core Questions

1

What is the definition of 'poverty'?

The state of being extremely poor.

2

What is a broadside?

Broadsides were used as posters, announcing events, and
were used as advertisements.

3

What is the definition of 'suffering'?

The state of undergoing pain, distress, or hardship.

4

6

Why did Edward Gibbon Wakefield
get sent to Newgate Prison?
What is the definition of 'social
divide'?
What happened to the crime rates
in London between 1875 and 1880?

7

What did John Walker steal?

Two bushels of onions.

8

How was John Walker punished?

Seven years' imprisonment.

9

What is a 'Penny Dreadful'?

A cheap, sensational comic or storybook.

10

Who created the Sherlock Holmes
character?

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

11

What is meant by 'sensationalism'?

When stories are exaggerated for entertainment.

12

Who was Sweeny Todd?

A barber who kills his victims as they sit in his chair for a
haircut.

13
14

When did Jack the Ripper commit
the murders?
What poetic form is associated with
broadsides?

15

What is meant by 'heinous'?

Wicked.

16

What is meant by 'odious'?

Synonym for heinous.

17

What is Capital Punishment?

18

What is the definition of 'authority'?

19
20

What was Cameron Nunn
researching, in the Victorian era?
How many people did Jack the
Ripper murder?

21

What is the definition of 'crime'?

22

Who is Dr Watson?

5

He was involved in the abduction of a 15 year old girl.
The differences between sections of society, generally by
class.
They generally became more violent and brutal.

1888.
Ballads.

The legally authorised killing of someone as punishment for
a crime.
The power or right to give orders, make decisions, and
enforce obedience.
Cameron Nunn was researching child convicts sent to
Australia
According to historical documents, 5 (although the real
number is unknown!)
An action which constitutes an offence and is punishable by
law.
Sherlock Holmes' partner in fighting crime.

3

23

What did Sweeney Todd do with his
victims?

Mrs. Lovett, his partner in crime assisted him in disposing of
the bodies by baking their flesh into meat pies and selling
them to the unsuspecting customers of her pie shop.

24

What is the definition of 'injustice'?

A lack of fairness.

25

Who was Jack the Ripper's first
victim?

Mary Ann Nicholls.

4

Secondary Knowledge Core Questions
Q

Core Question

Knowledge

1

Which term is used to describe the different
groups of people in society, according to
Social class.
their employment and financial status?

2

Which term is used when talking about the
working (lower) class?

Proletariat.

3

Which term is used when talking about the
middle class?

Bourgeoisie.

4

Which term is used when talking about the
upper class?

Aristocracy (aristocrats).

5

What are the four types of context that may Social, religious, economic,
have influenced a writer?
and political.

6

What is the term given to language that is
used to show uncertainty?

Tentative language.

7

What is name of the rhetorical device that
focuses on establishing your authority to
speak on a subject?

Ethos.

8

What is name of the rhetorical device that
is your logical argument for a point?

Logos.

9

What is name of the rhetorical device that
attempts to sway an audience emotionally?

Pathos.

10

What is meant by ‘deduction’?

To suggest something
based on the known facts.

11

What is meant by ‘inference’?

To make an educated
guess.
5

Maths
Unit 7: Fractions, Decimals and Percentages

1

Question
What is a fraction?

2

What is a numerator?

3

What is a denominator?

4

What is a negative fraction?

5

What is a decimal?

6

What is a percentage?

7

What are equivalent fractions?

8

What is a common denominator?

9

What is the lowest common multiple?

10

What is simplifying?

11

What is the highest common factor?

12

What is a proper fraction?

13

What is an improper fraction?

14

What is a mixed number?

Answer
A fraction tells us how many parts of the
whole we have. All fraction will have a
numerator and a denominator.
The top part of the fraction. The
numerator represents the number of
parts that are being considered.
The bottom part of the fraction. The
denominator represents the total number
of equal parts the whole has been split up
into.
4
Any fraction below zero e.g. − 5
A number that uses a decimal point to
separate the whole numbers from the
numbers that are less than one.
A percentage is a way of expressing a
fraction or decimal as parts of a hundred.
Per cent means “in each hundred”. For
10
example, 10 per cent (10%) means 100 or
10 hundredths.
Fractions that have the same proportion
of a whole but are written in different
ways.
A common denominator is when the
bottom number of two or more fractions is
the same.
The common multiple of two or more
numbers which has the least value.
When we simplify fractions, we reduce a
fraction to its simplest form.
The common factor of two or more
numbers which has the highest value.
A fraction that is less than one, which has
a numerator that is less than its
denominator.
An improper fraction has a numerator
that is greater than its denominator.
A whole number and a fractional part
expressed as a common fraction.
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Science

Combustion
Core Question

Knowledge

1

What is an energy store?

A means by which an object stores energy. The quantity of
energy in a store is measured in joules (J).

2

What is a chemical energy store?

Energy that is stored in food, fuels or batteries.

3

What is a thermal energy store?

Energy stored in objects as a result of the motion of their
particles.

4

What is a kinetic energy store?

Energy stored by an object because of its motion.

5

What is a gravitational potential energy
store?

Energy stored due to the position of an object in a
gravitational field.

6

What is an elastic energy store?

Energy stored when objects change shape (e.g. stretching a
rubber band).

7

What is temperature?

8

10

What does temperature tell us about
particles in a material?
What instrument is used to measure
temperature?
What is conduction?

A measure of how hot or cold an object is, measured in
degrees centigrade (C).
Their average speed (and therefore kinetic energy store)

11

What is convection?

The transfer of thermal energy by the movement of liquids
or gases.

12

What is radiation (energy)?

The transfer of energy as a wave, for example, light and
infra-red radiation

13

What is visible light radiation?

A type of wave given off by luminous objects, to which our
eyes are sensitive

14

What is infra-red radiation?

A wave given off by all objects with any thermal energy

15

What is dissipated energy?

Energy that is too spread out to be useful.

16

Name 3 fossil fuels.

Coal, oil and gas

17

Name 7 renewable energy resources.

Wind, geothermal, hydroelectric, solar, wave, tidal, biofuel

18

What is “useful energy”?

The energy that a device is intended to output e.g. the
kinetic store of a car

19

What is wasted energy?

The energy output from a device that is not the desired
output e.g. thermal store of a car

20

What is the equation for energy
efficiency?

Efficiency = useful energy
energy input

9

A thermometer
The transfer of thermal energy by collisions of particles
and movement of electrons

7

Cell Biology
1
2
3
4

Core Question:

Answer:

What is a cell?
What is a tissue?
What is an organ?

The smallest building block of living organisms
Lots of the same cells working together
Lots of different tissues working together
Lots of different organs working together in a
system
Controls all cell activities and contains genetic
information.

What is an organ system?
5
6
7
8
9

What is the function of the nucleus?
What is the function of the cell
membrane?
What is the function of the cytoplasm?
What is the function of ribosomes?

Controls what moves into and out of the cell
Where chemical reactions take place
Make proteins
Mitochondria are the site of respiration. They are
sometimes referred to as the ‘powerhouses’ of the
cell because they produce energy from respiration.
The movement or particles from an area of high
concentration to an area of low concentration. It is
a passive process (does not use energy).
A cell that has a nucleus and membrane bound
organelles (e.g. plant and animal cells)
A cell that does not have a nucleus

12

What is the function of mitochondria?
What is diffusion?

13

What is a eukaryotic cell

14

What is a prokaryotic cell

15

Describe the structure of DNA

16

Name three scientists that played a key
role in the discovery of DNA

17

What is a gene?

-

A section of DNA that codes for a
characteristic

18

How many chromosomes do the
following cells have: Normal human
body cell, sperm and egg cell
(gametes), red blood cell?

-

Normal body cell: 23 pairs (46 in total)
Sperm and egg cell: 23 in total (half)
Red blood cell: no chromosomes as they
don’t have a nucleus

19

What is a specialised cell?

A cell that is adapted to perform a particular job

20

What is the function of a red blood cell
and how is it adapted to its function?
What is the function of a sperm cell and
how is it adapted to its function?

To carry oxygen around the body. It has a large
surface area, no nucleus and a bi-concave shape
It has enzymes in its head, a flagella (tail) to help it
swim, a nucleus containing genetic information

21

It has a double helix (twisted ladder shape). It is
wound up tightly and stored in the nucleus of cells
as chromosomes
- Watson and Crick
- Rosalind Franklin

8

22

What is the function of a palisade cell
and how is it adapted to its function?

from the father, lots of mitochondria to produce
energy to help it move.
A palisade cell uses photosynthesis to produce
food for a plant. It has lots of chloroplasts to
absorb sunlight for photosynthesis.

9

Metals

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21

Core Questions
Which type of compound contains metal and non-metal
components?
Atoms that lose or gain electrons become…
Atoms that gain electrons become…
Atoms that lose electrons become...
Metals lose electrons to become…
Metals in Group 1 form…
Metals in Group 2 form…
Aluminium is in Group 3 it forms..
Write down the symbol representations for these
complex ions:
a) Sulfate ion
b) Nitrate ion
c) Hydroxide ion
d) Carbonate ion
Metals react with water to form…
Metals react with acids to form…
Sulfate salts can be formed when a metal or metal
compound reacts with….
Chloride salts can be formed when a metal or metal
compound reacts with…
Nitrate salts can be formed when a metal or metal
compound reacts with…
A squeaky pop is heard when a test tube of gas is ignited
with a flame. This is a positive test result for which gas?
A gas is bubbled through limewater, the limewater turns
cloudy white “milky in appearance.” This is a positive
test result for which gas?
List the first three Group 1 metals in order of reactivitymost reactive first.
In terms of electron structure what do all Group 1
metals have?
Why does the force of attraction between the nucleus
and the electrons in the outer electron shell decrease as
going down the group?
Why did Dimitri Mendeleev leave gaps in his periodic
table?
The modern-day periodic table contain an additional
group of element, what is it called?
10

Answer
Ionic compound
Ions
Negatively charged ions (anions)
Positively charged ions (cations)
Positively charged ions (cations)
1+ cations
2+ cations
3+ cations
a) Sulfate ion is SO42b) Nitrate ion is NO3c) Hydroxide ion is OHd) Carbonate ion is CO32-

Metal hydroxide + hydrogen gas
Salt + water + hydrogen gas
Sulfuric acid
Hydrochloric acid
Nitric acid
Hydrogen
Carbon dioxide

Potassium, sodium, lithium
1 electron in their outer electron
shell
Further away
Greater shielding effect
Predicted that some elements
had not been discovered.
Group 0, the noble gases.

22
23
24
25
26

27
28

29
30
31
32
33

34
35

36
37

The modern-day periodic table shows that the elements
are arranged in order of…
What part of a metal structure enables a metal to
conduct electricity?
Metals that do not react with dilute acids, are found
below…??… in the reactivity series
Name four metals that can be extracted from their ores
using carbon.
Metals that are higher up the reactivity series than
carbon can be extracted from their ores by using
electricity, this process is known as…
What do you use to predict whether a displacement
reaction will take place or not?
What three metal properties makes them good for
making electrical wires

Atomic number (proton
number)
Sea of delocalised electrons

Reduction is said to have occurred if a component of a
reaction has…
During some chemical reactions a process of oxidation
and reduction may occur, these reactions can be
referred to as…
Hydrated iron oxide is commonly known as…
What conditions are required for iron and steel
corrosion to take place?

lost oxygen or
gained electrons
REDOX reactions

Hydrogen
Zinc, iron, lead and copper
Electrolysis

Reactivity series

Good electrical conductor
Ductile
High melting points
What two metal properties are required for making Good thermal (heat) conductor
saucepans?
High melting points
What metal properties does gold have that makes it
Shiny
desirable for making jewellery?
Low chemical reactivity
Which metal has a melting point below room
Mercury
temperature?
Which is more malleable a pure metal or an alloy of that Pure metal
metal?
Oxidation is said to have occurred if a component of a
gained oxygen or
reaction has…
lost electron
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Rust
Water and oxygen

Technology
Design Technology Autumn Term
Q
Core Question
Knowledge
1

What are some differences
between a hardwood & a
softwood?

Softwoods do not lose their leaves in autumn.
Softwoods grow faster than hardwoods & are generally
cheaper because of this.
Softwoods have needle shaped leaves where hardwoods
have broad leaves.

2

State the technical name
for a softwood:

Coniferous

3

State the technical name
for a hardwood:

Deciduous

4

What type of saw should
be used for cutting straight
lines in wood?

Tenon saw

5

What type of saw should
be used for cutting curvy
lines in wood?

Coping saw

6

What are the four types of
motion?

Rotating, linear, reciprocating, oscillating

7

What is a cam?

A mechanism that converts rotary motions into
reciprocating

8

Name three different types
of cam:

Egg cam, eccentric cam, drop cam, pear cam

8

What is velocity?

The speed of something in a given direction

9

What are the three
elements to a successful
design idea?

Creativity, rendering (colour) & annotation

10

What is isometric drawing?

A technical drawing style that allows a designer to
visualise a product in 3D
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Food Technology Autumn Term
Q
Core Question
1
Why is it important to keep
a clean & tidy work area
when cooking?
2
What is cross
contamination?
3
Name 3 food poisoning
bacteria:
4
What is a high risk food?
5

What is the danger zone?

6

What range of temperature
is classed as the danger
zone?
What is a nutrient?
State the 5 key Nutrients:
What does function mean?
What is the function of the
5 key nutrients

7
8
9
10

11
12

Knowledge
To prevent cross contamination

The unintentional transfer of bacteria from one surface to
another
E Coli, staphylococcus, salmonella, bacillus cereus
A food that is high in moisture & protein & if not cooked
properly, is likely to cause food poisoning
The range of temperature that bacteria thrive in &
reproduce greatly
5 °C - 63 °C

A chemical needed in the body
Protein, Fat, Carbohydrates, vitamins & Minerals
The role or job of something
Protein – cell growth & repair
Fat – insulation, energy
Carbohydrates – energy
Vitamins & minerals – supports a healthy immune
system/fights of disease & infection
What is a cooking method? The method in which food is cooked
Name 3 categories of
Water based, fat based, air based
cooking methods:

13

ICT
Golden Knowledge CQ

Q
1

Core Question
What is an algorithm?

Knowledge
A sequence of instructions to solve a given
problem

2

What is Euclids method?

An algorithm to find the LCF of x and y

3

What is required to execute a
python programme?

A Python executer

4

What is syntax?

Rules for how statements can be assembled

5

What is an assignment?

An instruction to be executed

6

What is selection?

7

What is Iteration?

When your programmes check conditions and
select the path of action that they will follow
accordingly
When your programmes repeat actions,
checking for a terminating condition at the
beginning of each new loop

14

Secondary Core Questions

Q
1

Core Question
location = "Leeds"
print("I live in", location)

Knowledge
I live in Leeds

What will he output be for the above code?
2

I’ve never been to and whatever the
user has typed at the keyboard

print("Where do you live?")
location = input()
print("I’ve never been to", location)

What will he output be for the above code?

3

lucky = 13
print("Can you guess my lucky number?")
guess = int(input())
if guess == lucky:
print("Amazing, you guessed it")
else:
print("Sorry, it’s not", guess)
print("Nice playing with you")

What will he output be for the above code?

15

If the user guesses the lucky number
the output will be ‘Amazing you
guessed it’
Any other number will print ‘sorry, its
not’

Geography
Golden Knowledge Core Questions:
Core Question
What is development?
What does population mean?

Knowledge
Process of people reaching an
acceptable standard of living or quality of
life.
The number of people.

How do you work out range?

highest value – lowest value

What does population density mean?

The number of people living in an area
(square mile).
Hypothesis: a statement that can be
proved right or wrong.
Geographical enquiry question: a
question that can be answered with data.
A place where people live.

What is the difference between a
hypothesis and geographical enquiry
question?
What does the term settlement mean?
The settlement hierarchy ranks
settlement types by size. What is the
settlement hierarchy from smallest to
largest?
What does the term settlement
function mean?
What does the term resource mean?

Hamlet → Village → Small Town →
Large Town → City → Conurbation

What is the difference between a
natural and human resource?

Natural resources are objects that have
come from the environment but human
resources are products or services made
by the skills, abilities and knowledge of
people.
Disagreement between different groups
of people, ideas or interests.
One of the following:
 97% of Crimea voted to join Russia.
 The Russian president said was
protecting those in Crimea.
Most living in Crimea think of themselves
as Russian.
One of the following:
 It is claimed that Russia set up the
illegal vote and counting with the
result being that 97% of Crimea
wanted to join Russia.
 Russia wanted land as they had done
the same to the country of Georgia.
The fighting killed over 5000 people.
A job that a person does.

What is a conflict?
Give an argument that Russia was
right to annex Crimea.

Give an argument that Russia was
wrong to annex Crimea.

What is an economic activity?

The settlements job or purpose.
Something used by people.

16

What are the 4 job sectors economic
activities can be sorted into?

Primary, secondary, tertiary and
quaternary.

Secondary Core Questions:
Core Question
How would we know a place was
socially developed (meeting people’s
needs)?

How would know a place was
economically developed (providing
jobs, money, trade)?

How would we know a place was
environmentally developed (protecting
the natural and built landscape?)
What is the difference between a place
being densely or sparsely populated?
A choropleth map is a map showing
data for different areas. How does it
show this data?
Give an example of a settlement
function.

Give an example of a natural resource
in Russia.

Give an example of a human resource
in Russia.

Give a reason why Russia has a high
demand for resources.

Knowledge
One of the following:
 Access to
 Happiness
education
 Good quality
 Access to
housing
healthcare
 Peace
 High life
 Democracy
expectancy
One of the following:
 High employment  Good
level
wages
 High personal
 Strong
wealth
industry
One of the following:
 Clean air
 Clean water
supply
 Access to green
space
 Biodiversity
Densely populated has a high number of people per
square mile and sparsely populated has a low
number.
Colour shading with darker the shading, the higher
the number it represents.
One of the following:
 Transport hub
 Commercial
 Administrative
 Entertainment
 Defensive
 Industrial
 Tourism
 Educational
 Religious
 Mining
One of the following:
 Vegetable oil from sunflowers from Rostov-onDon agricultural region
 Iron ore from the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly
 Timber from Arkangelsk
 Natural gas from the coast of Northern Siberia.
One of the following:
 Microelectronics from Mikron Group in
Zelenograd.
 Helicopters and farm machinery from Rostov-onDon.
 Air defence missiles from the Almaz-Antey
company in Moscow.
One of the following:
 High population
 Getting wealthier
17


Give a reason why Russia has a
limited supply of resources.

Russia and Ukraine were both part of
the Soviet Union until it broke up in
1991. What was the Soviet Union?
Crimea used to be a part of Ukraine.
Which country annexed Crimea in
2014?
People who works in the primary
sector collect or produce natural
resources. Give an example of an
economic activity in the primary sector
in Moscow.
People who works in the secondary
sector make things. Give an example
of an economic activity in the
secondary sector in Moscow.

Want more technology

One of the following:
 Poverty
 Polluted water supply
 Infertile farmland
 Climate change is causing drought
A group of states ruled from Moscow, in Russia.

Russia

People who works in the tertiary sector
provide a service. Give an example of
an economic activity in the tertiary
sector in Moscow.

One of the following:
 Farmer at Ella Farm in Klusovo, Moscow Oblast
 Dolomite (cement) miner, Shchyolkovo Quarry
near Moscow.
Fisherman on the Oka River, Moscow Oblast
One of the following:
 Factory Worker at the Mercedes-Benz Factory,
Moscow
 Construction worker working on the One Tower
in Moscow.
 Cheese maker at Mamontovskaya Cheese
Factory, Moscow Oblast
One of the following:
 Nurse at The Central Clinical Hospital, Moscow
 Receptionist at Izmailovo Vega Hotel, Moscow
 Tram Driver for the Moscow Tram Network

People who works in the quaternary
sector create or use knowledge and
technology. Give an example of an
economic activity in the quaternary
sector in Moscow.
Which economic sector is the highest
and the lowest in Russia?

One of the following:
 Cancer research at Lomonosov Moscow
University, Moscow
 App Developer at Envrone, Moscow
IT Advisor at Nagatino i-Land Technopark, Moscow
Highest = Tertiary sector
 Lowest = Primary and quaternary sector

18

History
Golden Knowledge
1

Core Question
What is slavery?

2

How did European traders get African

Answer
When an individual has no money, no freedom,
no choice and is forced to work.
Captured some but bought most from African
traders

slaves?
Journey from Africa to the Americas.

3

What was the Middle Passage?

4

When was the Slave trade abolished?

1807

5

When was slavery abolished in the
British Empire?

1833

6

What role did Britain play in encouraging International treaties, Royal Navy intercepted
slave ships.
the end of slavery worldwide?
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

When was slavery abolished in
America?
Why would the Southern States be more
pro-slavery?

31st January 1865
It was where the plantations had been.

Where did the Ku Klux Klan have its
biggest influence?

Laws that made it legal to separate black and
white people when they used public places.
In the small towns and rural areas in the
southern states.

Who were the WASPs?

White Supremacist group

Who were the NAACP?

Civil Rights organisation.

Why was Rosa Parks arrested?

Refused to give up her seat on a bus for a white
passenger.

What were the Jim Crow Laws?

How long was the Bus boycott carried
out for?
What year was the March on
Washington?
Which President offered the marchers
his support?
When was Barack Obama elected
President of USA?

13 months.
1963
President Kennedy
2008 (inauguration January 2009)

19

Secondary Core Questions:
Core Question
What are the ways people have
become slaves through history?

Answer
- Debts.
- Punishment
- Capture
- Prisoner of war
- 2Abandoned children
Why did the British begin transporting Work in 3sugar plantation in the Caribbean
when the Natives had died and the British
slaves across the Atlantic?
refused to work there.
Why did so many African slaves die
Conditions were poor, surrounded by vomit and
during the Middle Passage?
excrement leading to dysentery being spread.
3.1 million slaves
How many slaves, in total, are British

1

2

3
4

traders estimated to have transported?
5

How were slaves prepared for sale?

Washed, covered in grease or tar

6

What were the two types of sale?

Auction and scramble

7

What punishments may have been
used on a plantation?
What methods did abolitionists use to
raise awareness about slavery?

Whipping, hanging, sale, separation from family.

8

9

Public talks, showing objects of cruelty,
boycotts, books, pamphlets, badge/symbols and
debates in parliament.

What year was the Brown Vs Board of
Education?

1954

What happened to Emmett Till?

Emmett was kidnapped, tortured and killed. His
body was tied to a cotton gin and thrown into a
river.

11

When were the Freedom rides?

1961

12

What happened to President Kennedy
in 1963?

22 November 1963, assassinated in Dallas.

10

13

1. Women
2. Black and minority ethnic groups
3. Gay people
4. Disabled people

Which 4 groups of people campaigned
for equal rights in Britain since 1960’s
with some success?

20

MFL

Hello! I me call Begoña and I am
English but my mum is Spanish.

¡Hola! me llamo Begoña y soy inglesa pero mi
madre es española.

I have twenty one years and I live in
Telford, in the countryside, near of
Wales.

Tengo veintiún años y vivo en Telford, en el campo,
cerca de Gales.

3

Everyday I go to the park with my dog.

Todos los días voy al parque con mi perro.

4

It’s fun.

Es divertido.

5

Yesterday I went to the cinema with my
sister who herself calls Ana.

Ayer fui al cine con mi hermana que se llama Ana.

6

It was entertaining.

Fue entretenido.

7

The Monday I went to the centre
shopping with my dad.

El lunes fui al centro comercial con mi padre.

8

It was great.

Fue genial.

9

The Tuesday I went to the swimming
pool with my half-brother.

El martes fui a la piscina con mi medio-hermano.

It was awesome.

Fue flipante.

The Wednesday I went to the sports
centre with my grandma.

El miércoles fui al polideportivo con mi abuela.

It was boring.

Fue aburrido.

13

But tomorrow, I’m going to go to the
beach with my friends.

Pero mañana, voy a ir a la playa con mis amigos.

14

It will be cool!

¡Será guay!

15

because I like to swim in the sea.

porque me gusta nadar en el mar.

1

2

10
11
12

21

1
2

What you do in your time free?

¿Qué haces en tu tiempo libre?

All the days I play to the football with my

Todos los días juego al fútbol con mi instituto.

school.
It’s tiring

Es agotador.

From time to time I do horse-riding with

De vez en cuando hago equitación con mis

my cousins. I go to the countryside.

primos. Voy al campo.

It’s exciting.

Es emocionante.

Often I do swimming with a club.

A menudo hago natación con un club.

6

I like a lot because it’s fun.

Me gusta mucho porque es divertido.

7

In winter I do ski with my family.

En invierno hago esquí con mi familia.

8

It’s nice / pleasant.

Es agradable.

9

In summer I do canoeing with my uncle.
We go to the river.

En verano hago piragüismo con mi tío.
Vamos al río.

10

I believe that it’s a waste of time.

Creo que es una pérdida de tiempo.

When I was little, I used to play football

Cuando era pequeño/a, jugaba al fútbol

11

in a team.

en un equipo.

12

It was great, although difficult.

Fue genial, aunque difícil.

13

When I am older, I’m going to play golf.

Cuando sea mayor, voy a jugar al golf.

14

I believe that it will be easy.

Creo que será fácil.

15

If I had the choice, I would do lots sports.

Si tuviera la elección, haría muchos deportes.

3
4

5
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1

How is your school?

¿Cómo es tu instituto?

2

I go to Telford Priory School, it’s a
school mixed – with boys and girls

Voy a Telford Priory, es un colegio mixto – (con
chicos y chicas)

3

My school is big and modern.

Mi instituto es muy grande y moderno.

4

I go on foot and never I arrive late

Voy a pie y nunca llego tarde.

5

There are nine hundred students and
fifty teachers.

Hay novecientos alumnos y cuarenta profesores.

6

There is nothing old in my school.

No hay nada antiguo en mi insti.

7

All the buildings are very new and
comfortables.

Todos los edificios son muy nuevos y cómodos.

8

The facilities sports are excellents

Las instalaciones deportivas son excelentes

because there is a gym large and a
workshop of dance
in addition, there is a swimming pool
heated and some fields of football
but unfortunately, there aren’t courts of
tennis
There are other facilities goods, for
example a library, a playground, some
laboratories and rooms of ICT.

porque hay un gimnasio amplio y un taller de
baile
además, hay una piscina climatizada y unos
campos de fútbol.

In my school I have six classes a day and
each class lasts fifty minutes

En mi colegio tengo seis clases al día y cada clase
dura cincuenta minutos

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

My day school starts at the nine minus
twenty and finishes at the three minus
ten.
At the eleven minus twenty, there is a
break

pero desafortunadamente no hay pistas de tenis
Hay otras instalaciones buenas, por ejemplo, una
biblioteca, un patio, unos laboratorios y aulas de
informática

Mi día escolar empieza a las nueve menos veinte y
termina a las tres menos diez.
A las once menos diez, hay un recreo

16

and at the one is the hour of lunch

y a la una es la hora de comer

17

I go back to house at the three minus
ten

vuelvo a casa a las tres menos diez

18

I study nine subjects. I like the English

Estudio nueve asignaturas. Me gusta el inglés

but no me interests the geography
because the teacher me bores
I would say that the biology is more
practical
than the sport because I want to be
doctor

pero no me interesa la geografía porque el profe
me aburre

19
20
21

Diría que la biología es más práctica
que el deporte porque quiero ser médico.
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PE
Warming Up and fundamental skills

1

Core Question:
Why do we warm up?

2

What are the 3 components of a warm
up?

3

What happens to the body when we
warm up?

4
5

What is the difference between a static
and dynamic stretches?
What is oxygenated blood?

6

What is deoxygenated blood?

7

How do we catch a ball effectively?

8

How do we kick a ball effectively?

9

How to we throw a ball effectively?

10

How do we give effective feedback to
others in PE lessons?

To gradually prepare the body for exercise
and to avoid injury
Pulse raiser (running, skipping, ect)
Dynamic Stretches
Sport Specific Drill
Muscles require higher amounts of oxygen,
heart rate and oxygen intake thus increases to
transport oxygenated blood to the working
muscles via the blood vessels. This increase
blood flow prepares the body for exercise.
Static means to stretch and not move.
Dynamic means movement stretches
Blood cells rich in oxygen (transported from
the lungs, to the working muscles via the
heart)
Blood cells with no oxygen but with carbon
dioxide instead (transported from the muscles,
to the heart and back to the lungs for gaseous
exchange).
Thumbs touching and fingers pointed to the
sky. Show partner a W to show you are ready.
Place standing foot alongside the ball
Use side foot of kicking foot for connection
Follow through to direction of pass
Vary the power dependent on distance.
Hold the ball in two hands.
Start with it close to your chest
Push with two hands to your partner
Step with dominant foot for more power.
Watch your partner
Look out for the teaching points
Tell them what they are doing well
Tell them what they need to improve.
Use full sentences and make reference to the
teaching points.
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Dance
Swan Song
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

18

Core Questions:
Who choreographed Swan Song?
What styles of dance are in Swan
Song?
What year was it first performed and
where?
What does the title swan song mean?
How many dancers and who are the
characters
What is Swan song about
Describe the costume for the Prisoner
Describe the costume for the Guard

Answer:
Christopher Bruce
Contemporary, tap, ballet
1987 – Premiered in London

It is a metaphor to mean final gesture or performance.
3 (Trio)
2 Prison guards and a prisoner (victim)
The interrogation of a prisoner by two guards
Red t-shirt, blue jeans, black shoes
Beige top and trousers with badges suggesting officer, black
shoes.
How is the chair used within the piece? Used by the prisoner as a barricade, to resemble bars in a
prison. Goes under it, over it, through it.
Used by the guards in a threatening way pushing it towards
the prisoner. Used as a contact between the guards and the
prisoner.
Explain the term action - reaction
When a person does an action (push) towards the other
dancer and they react to it (Roll away)
Explain the dynamics used by the
Prisoner: Soft, smooth, heavy in parts.
prisoner and guards
Guard: Powerful, sharp
Describe an action the prisoner does
Action: Reaches Why: He is looking for a way out and
and state why.
escape.
Describe an action the Guard does and Action: Kick Why: To show power and intimidate the prisoner.
state why.
What does fragmentation mean?
Fragmentation means to reorder the sequence.
What is embellishment?
When movements/ actions have been adapted and changed
slightly.
Explain the term question and answer Question and answer is when a dancer(s) does a short
mean?
sequence of movements and then another dancer(s) responds
back, like a conversation.
Why is the dance relationship question It shows a conversation between the prisoner and the Two
and answer used and in what style of
Guards through tap dancing.
dance?
Explain what is meant by the term motif A motif is a short phrase of movements often repeated and
developed throughout the dance. It symbolises the theme or
emotion and informs the audience about the dance piece.
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Drama
Practitioners
1
2

Core Question:
What style of theatre
preceded Stanislavski?
Who was Stanislavski

3

What techniques did
Stanislavski use?

4
5
6

Who was Brecht?
Who was Artaud?
How did Brecht create
theatre?

7

What style of theatre did
Artaud use?

8

Define the terms
Objective and super
objective

9

Name the
stock/Archetypal
characters from
melodrama

10

What were Grotowski’s
views on theatre?

11

Why did Grotowski have
to create this form of
theatre?

Answer:
Melodrama – an over the top style of acting that showed
no emotion and used Archetypical/stock characters.
A Russian theatre practitioner born in 1863, who
developed a system of naturalistic acting.
He used techniques such as emotion memory, the
magic “if” and objectives/super objectives to enable
actors to perform in a more natural way.
Brecht was a German practitioner born in 1898.
Artaud was a French practitioner born in 1896.
He felt theatre should represent life not try to become it.
He used techniques such as placards, montage and
humour to accomplish this. Pantomime is a good
example of how his work can be used.
He though that theatre should make the audience feel
something and be an experience rather than a passive
activity. He used techniques such as strange sounds
and lights, audience position and apparitions to achieve
this.
The objective is the driving force for your action in each
section of the play for example “I convince”. The super
objective is the overriding objective for the character
during the play as a whole for example, I have to get this
job.
Hero
Villain
Damsel in distress
Sidekick
Aged parent
He created total theatre which stripped away things such
as traditional staging and stage dressing and used any
space to create performances without lighting or set.
He was born in Warsaw Poland in 1933 and came of
age during World War 2. In that War, Warsaw was
completely destroyed and had to be rebuilt. There was
no theatre building as he began to work in the industry
which shaped his thoughts and ideas.
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Murder Mystery
Core Question:
1
Who was Agatha
Christie?

2

What are the main
plot points of the
mouse trap?

3

What are the main
plot points of Witness
for the prosecution?

4
5

What is a motive?
What is a red
herring?

6

What does alibi
mean?

7

Define plot twist.

8

Define sub plot.

9

What is a symbol?

10

Why is the ending for
“Clue” similar to the
ending of the
Mousetrap?

Answer:
She was an English writer She is known for her 66 detective novels
and 14 short story collections, particularly those revolving around
her fictional detectives Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple. Christie
also wrote the world's longest-running play, a murder mystery, The
Mousetrap.
Mollie and Gilles are waiting for their first guests to arrive at their
new guesthouse. They all arrive. They receive a phonecall from the
police to inform them an inspector will be calling. He arrives and
tells them there was a murder. The guests are unnerved. They
begin to look at each other with suspicion. Then Mrs Boyle is
murdered and the inspector solves the crime. There are many
ending written to keep the audience on their toes.
Leonard Vole is arrested for the murder of Emily French, a wealthy
older woman. Unaware that he was a married man, Miss French
made him her principal heir, casting suspicion on Leonard. When
his wife, Romaine, agrees to testify, she does so not in Leonard's
defense but as a witness for the prosecution. Romaine's decision is
part of a complicated plan to free her husband. She first gives the
prosecution its strongest evidence, then fabricates new evidence
that discredits her testimony, believing that this improves Leonard's
chances of acquittal far more than her testimony for the defense. It
is then revealed that Leonard Vole actually did kill Emily French.
A motive is a reason to commit an action – in this case a crime.
A red herring is a flase clue that leads the audience to believe that
the story is going one way – but it isn’t – it helps to keep them on
their toes and stay engaged with the story.
An alibi is a backup story of where you were or what you were
doing at the time of the crime. It could be CCTV footage or a
whitness statement or even a receipt from a shop in another town.
A plot twist is a sudden change in the plot that the audience didn’t
see coming and is totally unexpected. For example the audience
believe that a character is the killer and thern that character gets
killed.
A sub plot is a second story that runs alongside the main story line.
It can be connected to the main story or it can be totally separate
and run its own course.
A symbol is an item or idea that symbolises/means something else.
For example a wedding ring is a symbol of marriage, or a white lab
coat could symbolise a doctor or a scientist.
They both have alternative endings and you never know which
ending a particular audience will see. This allows the performance
to be a surprise and maintain suspense. You could watch each one
a number of times and see a different ending each time.
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Religious Studies
Animal Rights Core Questions
Golden Knowledge Core Questions
Q
Core Question
Knowledge
1 What is meant by
The belief that animals have a dignity just as
animal rights?
humans do and should be given care and
protection.
2 What is meant by
The idea that believers have a duty to look after the
stewardship?
environment / animals on behalf of God.
3 What is meant by
The idea that believers have dominance or power
dominion?
over something e.g. humans rule over the animals
on earth
4 What does sanctity of
All life is sacred because it is God-given.
life mean?
5 What is meant by
Duty; the idea that we are in charge of our own
responsibility?
actions.
6 What is meant by
When all members of a species have died out and
extinction?
that species will never exist on Earth again.
7 What is Free-range
Farming that allows the animals to roam free and
farming?
behave naturally.
8 What is Factory
When animals are used for meat or dairy products,
farming?
but are kept indoors in very small spaces.
9 What is a vegetarian?
People who do not eat meat.
10 What is a vegan?
A person who will not use or eat any animal
product.
11 What is the fur trade?
The business of farming or hunting wild animals for
their fur to be made into clothing or rugs.
12 What is the ivory trade? The sale of ivory from elephants’ tusks, usually
illegal.
13 What are animal
Testing on animals, either for medical or cosmetic
experiments?
purposes to ensure that the product is safe for
humans to use.
14 What is genetic
Plants and animals that have had their natural
modification?
make-up altered by scientists.
15 What is cloning?
The scientific method by which animals or plants
can be created which have exactly the same
genetic make-up as the original because the DNA of
the original is used.
16 What is abuse?
The misuse of the world and the environment.
17 What are the Assisi
Statements about the need to protect animals and
Declarations?
the environment made on behalf of the different
major world religions.
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Music

Music Vocabulary
Golden Knowledge
CQ Question
1
What is “rhythm”

Answer
A pattern of long and short grouped notes.

2

What is “tempo”

speed of a piece of music

3

What is the music element “dynamics”

how loud or quiet a piece of music is

4

What is a “beat”

A repeating unit of rhythm, like a drum beat

5

What is a “pulse”

the constant beat in a piece of music

6

What is a “chord”

7

What is “off beat” or “Syncopation”

2 or more notes (usually 3) played
simultaneously in harmony
Playing between the beat.

8

What is the “clef”

a symbol on written music, defining what
pitch to play the note
Treble clef = high pitch
Bass clef = low pitch

9

What is a “ensemble”

all instruments in an orchestra or all voices
in a choir, playing at once.

10

What is a “harmony”

pleasing combination of two or more notes,
played in background behind melody.

11

What is “notation”

a method of writing music.

12

What is “Pitch”

How high or low a note sounds.
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ART
Student should attach the colour Knowledge organiser
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